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In a dynamic interaction between customers, 
employees and highly specialized systems, we 
deliver individually tailored, flexible and produc-
tive transport solutions by land, sea, and air.

Our committed employees show innovative 
thinking and appreciate customers as well as 
partners who dare to make demands that chal-
lenge us.

We wish to create an atmosphere in which 
people thrive and where employees, customers 
and partners seek to in order to become part of 
the success.

Mission

We want to be recognized as the most flexible 
and reliable all-round supplier of logistics 
services and transports in the countries where 
we are active.

Vision

Through credibility as well as flexible and 
efficient IT, transport and logistic solutions, we 
want to create growth in value for FREJA, our 
customers and partners.

Concept

About FREJA

FREJA Transport & Logistics keeps your business in 
motion and your cargo on track.

At FREJA, we offer dedicated transport, logistics and 
warehousing solutions in Europe and across the world 
with customised personal service and guaranteed quali-
ty. Privately owned since the founding in 1985 with 
branches in Denmark, Sweden, Norway, Finland, 
Poland, and China we are one of the leading transport 
and logistics companies in the Nordic countries.

+200000

2M

+200000sqm
Warehouse space

Consignments 
per year

1247

+3000
Trailers

Employees

2633

290
Direct groupage 

lanes

MDKK Revenue
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FREJA GLOBAL
NETWORK

Nordic roots Global touch

Shanghai,Guangzhou,Qingdao
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Our
Services

Quality, honesty, liability, and flexibility have 
been our guidelines for the company and 
the employees since the very beginning. To 
be able to hold on to those values while the 
company grows, our own FREJA Leadership 
Academy offers significant education in 
leadership, transport and logistics and 
ensures that our original values prepare the 
company for all future challenges.

Attitude is a small thing that makes a big difference

SEA 
FREIGHT

AIR 
FREIGHT

4PL SERVICES

ROAD 
TRANSPORT

CUSTOMS

WAREHOUSING
SOLUTIONS

REFRIGERATED
SOLUTIONS

PROJECT 
FORWARDING
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Our
advantageS

FREJA CHINA

One stop solution
Members of various global logistics network 
enable us to reach the world with right solu-
tions. We transfer complexity into simplicity.

Customised transportation
We design suitable solution to cater to all kinds 
of demands from customers.

Professional team
We have dedicated team of professionals at your 
service with various backgrounds. We act proac-
tively fast and strive to be available to our cus-
tomers 24/7.

Security Control
We have dedicated professional project teams 
working in every jobsite to control the quality 
and security to ensure a smooth running for 
each project. We provide survey service to meet 
different requirements from customers such as 
vessel loading& stowage, trucking loading and 
container stuffing.
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Complete project  / heavy lifts 
One stop solution: forwarding, warehousing, packing, engineering, road / marine survey 
Planning, consultation, dedicated execution

PROJECTSA

LCL, FCL, oversize and break bulk 
Consolidated airfreight / express airfreight 
Multi-modal transportation 

AIR & SEAB
Clearance, restoration, etc.

Secured, correct customs treatment

Bonded warehouses

Dedicated and experienced staff 

CUSTOMS DOCUMENTSE

PACKINGF

Westbound from China to Europe

Eastbound from Europe to China

RAILWAY TRANSPORTD

Domestic

International

Oversize and special transports 

ROAD TRANSPORTCFREJA CHINA
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Complicated cargo does not need to complicate your business. Shipping and logistics needs do not 
always fit the standards. 

Shrink foil packaging Plywood case packaging Crate packaging

A suitable packaging is of significant importance to 
ensure that cargo remain intact during transportation 
as well as makes good use of freight space. Freja has 
good sources of packaging professionals as addtional 
service to make it look easy.

Pallet & PE Foil Pallet & Alufoil OSB case packaging

Packaging

SERVICE PROFILE

WE MAKE IT LOOK 
EASY FOR YOU
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PROJECTS

OFFSHORE & ENERGY

POWER PLANTS

PULP & PAPER

SHIPBUILDING & MARINE

INFRASTRUCTURE

01

02

03

04

05
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Offshore & Energy
PROJECTS 01

Complicated cargo does not need to 
complicate your business. 

bed frame China
to Denmark

Module
China to Korea

Hub
China to Denmark

Molds to Germany
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Chimney sections to Thailand

Generator
to Finland

Transformer
60 tons to Denmark by container vessel

Transformer
260 tons to Columbia

Transformer
380 tons to Vietnam

Boiler parts
to Finland

Transformer
400 tons China to Malaysia

Power Plants
PROJECTS 02
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Domesic barge transport in China Drum
to Sweden

Pulp & Paper
PROJECTS 03

Drum
32m 140 tons to Malaysia

Drum
to Sweden
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LNG tank to shipyard in China 6 Steering and propulsion modules
Finland to Far East

Life boats
China to Norway

Diesel Engine to Shipyard in China Ship building materials to Romania Thrusters 
China to Finland

Shipbuilding & Marine
PROJECTS 04

16 barges China to Netherlands LNG tank
China to Turkey
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Infrastructure
PROJECTS 05

Smelter equipment to Turkey

Power Grid delivery in Denmark Flowrider units of approx. 130 tons 
per shipment from Finland to China

10000 CBM steel production line 
delivery in China 

Chemical equipment delivery in 
Finland

Local delivery in Finland Telegraph pole delivery in Denmark
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